
Malignant
The Cure That Kills.

A grieving man, Allex (Gary Cairns), falls victim to a rogue scientist (Brad
Dourif) who uses deadly methods to cure addictions. Unaware that he's
become the latest experiment, Allex passes out from drinking and wakes up
to find stitches across his chest and a gruesome video showing a murder.
Now he must confront the scientist and overcome his terrifying treatments...
or face the ultimate horror.

BONUS MATERIALS

SURGERY FOR THE SOUL: 38 minute behind-the-scenes documentary
featuring never seen before interviews with Brad Dourif, Gary Cairns and the
filmmakers as well an exclusive behind-the-scenes footage.
Trailer

SALES POINTS

Official Selection - Shriekfest Horror Festival (opening night film)
Official Selection - Nevermore Fest
Official Selection - Another Hole in the Head Fest
INDIE IT PRESS picked MALIGNANT as a 'top 15 must see summer indie film.'
Includes SURGERY FOR THE SOUL: Exclusive 38 minute documentary featuring never seen before interviews with Brad Dourif,
Gary Cairns and the filmmakers as well an exclusive behind-the-scenes footage.
Multi-city Theatrical release.
Two page spread/ coverage in FANGORIA magazine, May 2013
Stars Academy Award nominee and horror fan favorite Brad Dourif (CURSE OF CHUCKY, LORD OF THE RINGS series, ALIEN:
RESURRECTION, EXORCIST 3, DEADWOOD, ONE FLEW OVER THE CUCKOO'S NEST)

PRESS

“Solid acting, a great handling of tension and suspense, and a few gruesome scenes of an age-old brain surgery
technique makes MALIGNANT a tension-filled thriller worth checking out. Brian Avenet-Bradley has constructed a solid
thriller here with a strong mystery, characters you can't help but feel for, and a diabolical and bent villain in Dourif.
MALIGNANT ...really does possess a lot of scenes that are going to get under your skin and burrow into your brain.”
     —Mark L. Miller, AIN'T IT COOL NEWS

“ A twisted and unsettling story of the dark side of science...Amidst the recent revival of all things undead, it's nice to see
mad science also gets its updated updated due- especially when the story is grounded in a pertinent social issue, as in
Brian Avenet-Bradley's Malignant.”
     —Michael Gingold, FANGORIA

“A great film that fans of the horror genre and fans of the thriller genre will both enjoy, as it's full of a lot of twists and
turns that keep you on the edge of your seat waiting for more.”
     —Fred Thiel, BLOG AND GUTS

“Brad Dourif steals the show in this one. He uses his voice, facial expressions, everything to execute a monstrous and
slithery villain. Truly, he is of the Karloff/Lugosi/Carradine caliber--an old school ghoul of the highest degree.”
     —Ross Peterson, Horrornews.net

“The film features legendary actor Brad Dourif and uses him very well”
     —Scott Hallan, Dread Central

“Why a must-see summer watch? This movie is running on the Top 15 iTunes Horror Genre list right next to The Shining
for number of downloads. Not to mention, Academy Award-nomiated Brad Dourif stars as the terrifying, turned mad and
bad scientist.”
     —Leisa Green, IndieItPress

“It's one of these films that don't come around too often, story-line wise. It's well-shot, well-acted. And wait 'til the very



end; there's a nice little twist. Great performances by everyone. A brilliant performance by Brad Dourif as the man.
Definitely c”
     —Scott Geiter, Gruesome Hertzogg

“Malignant is the partly quiet portrait of one man's battle against grief through a realized nightmare scenario... admirable
for injecting intelligent depth inside its plotline”
     —Ian Sedensky, Culture Crypt

“Definitely a unique piece of cinema... There's some good makeup effects to be shown, especially towards the end. ”
     —Drew Grimm van Ess, Grimm Reviewz

“A good movie to watch if you are in the mood for something different...”
     —Boba_fett1138, Boba_fett1138's Movie Reviews
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